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Impedance in robots
 Active Compliance
– Compliant behaviour by means of software control

 Constant Passive Compliance
– Passive element (eg spring is introduced)
– One motor

 Adaptable Passive Compliance
– Stiffness can be changed
– Two motors
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Categorization of adaptable
compliant actuators
 Equilibrium Controlled Stiffness
 Antagonistically Controlled Stiffness
 Structure Controlled Stiffness
 Mechanically Controlled Stiffness
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Review of Actuators with Passive
Adjustable Compliance/Controllable
Stiffness for Robotic Applications

n the growing fields of wearable robotics, rehabilitation robotics, prosthetics, and walking
robots, variable stiffness actuators (VSAs) or
adjustable compliant actuators are being
designed and implemented because of their
ability to minimize large forces due to shocks, to
safely interact with the user, and their ability to
store and release energy in passive elastic elements. This review article describes the state of
the art in the design of actuators with adaptable
passive compliance. This new type of actuator is
not preferred for classical position-controlled
applications such as pick and place operations but
is preferred in novel robots where safe human–
robot interaction is required or in applications
where energy efficiency must be increased by
adapting the actuator’s resonance frequency. The
working principles of the different existing
designs are explained and compared. The designs
are divided into four groups: equilibrium-controlled stiffness, antagonistic-controlled stiffness,
structure-controlled stiffness (SCS), and mechanically controlled stiffness.
In classical robotic applications, actuators are
preferred to be as stiff as possible to make precise
position movements or trajectory tracking control easier (faster systems with high bandwidth).
The biological counterpart is the muscle that has
superior functional performance and a neuromechanical control system that is much more
advanced at adapting and tuning its parameters.
The superior power-to-weight ratio, force-toweight ratio, compliance, and control of muscle,
when compared with traditional robotic actuators, are the main barriers for the development of
machines that can match the motion, safety, and
energy efficiency of human or other animals.
One of the key differences of these systems is the
compliance or springlike behavior found in biological systems [1]. Although such compliant
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Antagonistically Controlled Stiffness

•Linear spring:
F = −κ (x − x0 A ) + κ (x0 B − x ) = −2κx + κ (x0 A − x0 B )
dF
k =−
= 2κ
dx
•Quadratic spring:
2
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(

2

F = −κ (x − x0 A ) + κ (x0 B − x ) = 2κx(x0 A − x0 B ) + κ x0 B − x0 A

k =−

2

)

dF
= 2κ (x0 B − x0 A )
dx

S. A. Migliore et al.

VSA - Tonietti et al.
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AMASC – Hurst et al.

Antagonistic setup of two
torquemuscles
= p1t1 ( β ) − p2t 2 ( β )
pneumatic
torque = p1t1 ( β ) − p2t 2 ( β )

p2

~
p1 = pm + Δ~
p
p~
1
p2 = pm − Δ~
p

~
p1 = pm + Δ~
p
~
~
p = p − Δp
2

~ stiffness

pm high: stiff

m

pm low: compliant

~ torque
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Structure Controlled Stiffness
Bending of a leaf spring:

⎛ E.I ⎞
M = ⎜
⎟ .θ
⎝ L ⎠

Mechanical Compliance Adjuster
Morita et Sugano

Hollander et Sugar

EI/L =the bending stiffness

Jack Spring Actuator
Hollander et al.
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Mechanically Controlled Stiffness

1 motors controls position

Maccepa
Van Ham et al.

1 motor controls stiffness

VS-joint
Wolf et Hirzinger
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Speed of robots

WL-5
(1970):
45s/step

E2
(’87-’91):
1,2km/h

Asimo:
6km/h

Walking men
+/- 5km/h

Partner robot:
7km/h

Usain Bolt
WR 100m:
36,8km/h
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Copy nature?
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Walking: inverted pendulum
CHAPTER 1

1.70: Basic model for walking
 No aerialFigure
phase
Figure 1.71: Eadweard Muybridge’s sequence of walking [3]
 Straight
supporting leg
however
worth looking to
the research and
performed by biomechanicists. The inter Potential
energy
connection of muscles, sensors, spinal cord and brain intelligence seems to have an
kinetic
energy
out are
ofable to cope with most of the surface
overwhelming
perfection
because humans
structures. By training our body and mind, humans are even able to achieve outphase
standing performances which can be witnessed at the Olympic Games, at a show
of Cirque Du Soleil and so one.
 Energy storage by
However the biological solution is not always the best solution because it is a
product
of evolution and is consequently
a combination of historical, functional
interchange
of
and structural constraints (the so called Seilacher’s triangle [149]). Out of this it
gravitational
is impossible
to have an optimalpotential
design because then the design should only have
functional constraints [150]. Evolution comes up with a partially optimal solution
energySome go even further: “If
so it isenergy
fit enough toand
survive kinetic
the current environment.

there were no imperfections, there would be no evidence to favor evolution by
natural selection over creation.” said by Jeremy Cherfas [151] or “The proof of
evolution lies in imperfection.” of Stephen Jay Gould [152].
Evolution came up with excellent solutions and it makes sense
to study them and
Wisse
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Active walkers

Passive walkers

powered
passive walkers
Active walkers
with explotation of
natural dynamics

Controlled
passive walking

Optimal
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From walking to running
22

 Fcentrifugal=mv2/L < F gravitational=mg
 v<sqrt(gL) (g=10m/s2, L=0.9m: v=3m/s)
 Race walker: 4m/s
Figure 1
2
 Froude number=v /gL has to stay below 1 for walking
Figure 1.71: Eadw
 normally transition at Froude=0.4-0.5

however worth looking to the
connection of muscles, sensors,
overwhelming perfection becau
structures. By training our bo
standing performances which c
of Cirque Du Soleil and so one
However the biological soluti
product of evolution and is co
and structural constraints (the
is impossible to have an optim
functional constraints [150]. E
so it is fit enough to survive t
there were no imperfections,
natural selection over creation
evolution lies12
in imperfection.”

Running: bouncing ball

 Aerial phase
 Bent legs store energy in
springs
 Potential energy and kinetic
energy in phase
 Energy storage by elastic
properties of the joints
(Achilles tendon)

Hurst
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Use of springs
 these basic mechanisms of energy conservation have
been demonstrated in a wide variety of animals that
differ in leg number, posture, body shape, body mass,
or skeleton type
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Oscar Pistorius
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Spring-mass model for walking
2

H. Geyer and others

Compliant leg behaviour in walking/running

model

stance dynamics
Fy

walking

GRF (bw)

1

4.2 Methods

0
Fx

inverted
pendulum

running

GRF (bw)

Fy

spring-mass
system

which the (iC1)th apex is reached when the upward COM
_ 0), completing the
motion stops (vertical COM velocity yZ
step. Owing to the parametric symmetry between both
springs, one step represents a basic gait cycle and its
identical repetition, the steady-state locomotion.

1
0

Fx
0

50
100
stance time (%)

Figure Characteristic
1. Standard conceptual
models
of legged
locomotion
ground
reaction
force
and their predictive power with respect to walking and running
(GRF)
observedand
during
the
dynamics.
The patterns
inverted pendulum
the spring–mass
systemstance
are the phase
standard
models
for
walking
and
running.
in walking and running
The model-predicted stance dynamics (red lines) fit experimental data (black traces recorded from human treadmill
walking at 1.2 m sK1 and running at 4.0 m sK1) only for the
spring–mass model for running. Note that, in the inverted
pendulum dynamics, delta functions appear at 0 and 100%

3. WALKING SOLUTIONS REPRODUCING
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Depending on the chosen parameter values, the model
may take off in single support or stumble and fall down;
however, it also shows, and converges to, steady-state
locomotion. By searching for stable locomotion using the
return map of a single step (for details on the stability
analysis see appendix Aa–c), we find three characteristic
steady-state solutions A–C of the model, which have in
common that their stance-phase patterns resemble those
observed in animal and human walking (figure 3). The
horizontal
shows the
observed
from negative
Figure GRF
4.1. Spring-mass
model
for walkingchange
(for abbreviations
see text).
to positive values and the vertical axis, the double peak
first
of
that distinguishes
the walking
gait
(Fx and
respect
to gravity, predefining
a distinct
landing
heightFyy,T D
= �row
0 sin α0 . When
subplots).
Correspondingly,
in animals and humans
the
leg strikes the
ground (yCOM = yTas
D ), it returns to the freely rotating spring
(Lee & Farley 1998; Gard et al. 2004), the COM oscillates
representation of the stance phase. Again, to attain symmetry, α0 is equal for both
around its landing height in the vertical GRF with a
legs.
smaller increase in height during stance than that of the
For instance, in Fig. 4.1, the model starts at the apex of the left leg single
inverted pendulum motion (Dy, second
row). et
Moreover,
Geyer
al. 2006
support phase. Although largely decompressed (� close to �0 ), the left leg spring
closer than the inverted pendulum, the bipedal spring–
(black) remains in contact (please note that the instant of apex is not necessarily
mass model describes the out-of-phase changes in the
characterized by an upright position of the contacting spring
as depicted in the
forward kinetic and the gravitational potential16
energies
figure, it merely requires ẏ = 0). In contrast, the right leg spring (white) resembles
that occur in walking (DEk,x and DEp, third row).

Prosthetic joint angle (°)
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Ankle prostheses
Ankle
Anktorque
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ent (Nmbody
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Figure 1.13: Torque-angle
characteristic of a sound human ankle. The curv
own prosthesis
is built from two 1sets of data; the ankle torque and the ankle angle. Positiv
angles indicate dorsiflexion, negative angles indicate
plantarflexion. Torque
ing
ad
0.8
o
L are considered positive or nega
that force the foot to plantarflex or dorsiflex
g in a counterclockwis
tive respectively.0.6The torque-angle characteristic moves
din
loa the ankle complex. Th
rotation meaning that energy is being generatedUnby
0.4
schematics below the plot show the corresponding phases of the gait cycle.

ankle torque (Nm/kg body mass)

Traditional prosthesis:
walk with closed ski boots

STANCE

0

0.2
0

TO
IC

speed (SWS) is -0.2
shown in Figure 1.14. It is seen that both plots (Figure 1.13
and Figure 1.14) do not diﬀer much from IC until the maximum plantarflexo
torque has been-0.4
reached. From that point onward, however, one can see tha
FF
17 the prosthetic foo
where the sound-0.6foot establishes adequate plantarflexion,
-5
0
5
10
15
flexes back to neutral with a remarkable
energy
loss. This is typical for curren
prosthetic joint
angle (°)

Active prostheses

Introduction
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ankle power (W/kg body mass)
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A1 = negative work
A2 = positive work
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Figure 1.11: Ankle joint power profile as a function of gait cycle. Ankle power
is expressed in W/kg body mass. A first region of power absorption, A1, relates
to the eccentric work of the plantarflexors controlling the forward movement of
the tibia. The large power burst, A2, is associated with the concentric work of
the plantarflexors accelerating the stance limb into swing.
generation of power is very critical to the production of natural gait. It is
strongly felt that the eﬀective replacement of this power generation is one of
the major challenges in replicating normal gait with a prosthetic system.

1.6
1.6.1

Torque-angle characteristic of a sound ankle
Introduction

Sugar: 77W instead of 250W

“An elastic spring will return to its original shape via the same path that was
used to compress it” (Hafner et al. (2002)). This is true in theory, but not in
practice because no spring is 100% eﬃcient. Rather than returning via the same
path on the force-displacement curve, a real spring will return via a diﬀerent
path because of friction (Figure 1.12). Consequently, energy is being lost in the

(A)

Figure 2.17: (A) Schematics of the powered
foot prosthesis design with integrated battery
onboard. Images adapted from Au et al. (200

containing suﬃcient numbers of states, a lowtroller, impedance controller, position control
contacts, ankle angle, ankle torque) (Au et a

The prosthesis uses a Lithium-Polymer bat
Wh/kg. A 0.24 kg battery would then enable 5
between recharges. By exploiting high-streng
weight of the system could be reduced to 2 k

Three unilateral transtibial amputees were
found that the powered prosthesis improves
7% to 20% compared to a conventional prost
powered prosthesis is twofold heavier than
18 net work delive
Furthermore, the measured
about 20 J, which is very close to the estima

Herr: 150W instead of 250W
20J/step

Passive prostheses
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Knee model
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Gait rehabilitation
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KNEXO: Unimpaired, Assisted
DIFFERENT
CONTROLLER
SETTINGS

DIFFERENT
ASSISTIVE
MODES

GUIDELINES

τLIM
ENSURE “NORMAL” TRACKING RANGE
LIMIT RESTORING TORQUE
AVOID HIGH SPEEDS AND
OVERSHOOTS

λ
APPROPRIATELY SLOW

0.1s

ENSURE GAIT CONTINUITY

F
F

TORQUE LIMITATION AROUND
WEIGHT BEARING SUPPORT

22

τFF

KNEXO: MS Patient, Assisted

GAIT ASSESSMENT
STANCE: KNEE HYPEREXTENSION
SWING: UNSMOOTH KNEE FLEX/EXT
L/R ASYMMETRY

PATIENT SPECIFIC TUNING
DIFFERENT TARGET TRAJECTORIES
DIFFERENT CONTROLLER SETTINGS
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Conclusions
 Compliance important from biological evidence
 Influence of compliance in human locomotion is not yet
fully understood
 Current robots, prostheses and ortheses do not yet fully
exploit the possibilities of variable compliance
 Synergy between biology-engineering
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